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A GOLDEN APPLE A DAY -Nominations are now being 
accepted for the Golden Apple Scholars of Illinois program. The program is 
geared towards students who aspire to become teachers and helps them 
through the college years and the early years of teaching. All high school 
juniors are eligible to be nominated by teachers, counselors, principals or any 
other non-related adu~. Each nominee must complete a written application, 
submit three letters of reference, high school transcripts and ACT scores. For 
more information, and an application call the Golden Apple foundation at 
(312) 407-0006. Deadlines for nominations are July 31, 1998. 
RED PRIDE BRIBE-Students at Weber High School truly lack enthusiasm towards their sports 
teams. School spirit has gotten so bad that teachers were ordered to allocate extra-credit points to students 
who attended recent basketball games against Gordon Tech and Fenwick. 
Submitted by Joaquin Ocboa, Weber 
BIG BANG-Also at Weber High School, a conversation in a history class about the creation of the 
universe became so heated that a priest had to be called in for further reference. 
Submitted by Avian Carrasquillo, Weber 
GET ON THE BU~In the February issue of New Expression, a story was run about the daily 
battle Phillips and Future Commons students faced against gang warfare on their way to and from school. 
The story reported how both schools were lobbying with the Board of Education for bus transportation. At NE 
presstime, we were informed that private bus transportation is being provided for the students· who live in the 
gang-infested areas. 
Submitted by Avian CarrasquiUo, Weber 
SCHOLARSHIP~Applications for the 1998-99 United Negro College Fund (UNCF) scholarships 
are available at Chicago Public Schools (CPS). Scholarship recipients are selected by a CPS commitee based 
on GP A, test scores and financial need. The application deadline is April 30. 
STEP RIGHT UP: Contests-Youth Guidance and the Bucktown Arts Fest are asking for 
original poetry by Chicagoland students in for inclusion in our 7th annual young poets' anthology. Any topic 
or contemporary style of poetry or rap is welcomed. Submissions in a native language are encouraged 
accompanied w~h an English translation. For more information call (312) 435-3900. 
Cover pho.to by Chanel Polk 
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Paul Vallas: CPS Chief Executive Officer 
By Mian Carrasquillo, Weber 
The most important position 
within Chicago Public Schools is the 
chief executive officer. This duty 
lies solely on the shoulders of Paul 
Vallas. 
Handling the budget, the needs of 
all of the elementary and high 
schools, or just dealing~ ith a 
uddcn cri is. all fit the job descrip-
tion. 
l\1E recently caught up with 
Vallas at his office at 1 19 W. 
Pershing Road, upon his return 
from visiting a student in the 
hospital. That student had allegedly 
been pushed in front of bus by gang 
members. 
Moments into the interview, an 
official rushed into the office to 
inform Vallas that a Bowen student 
had just been fatally shot outside of 
the school. 
NE: What improvements are 
being made in the area of school 
safety? 
Vallas: Schools cannot address 
the issue of gangs, guns and drugs 
on the street. All we can do is 
provide a quality education so that 
students who go to school and come 
from challenged environments can 
see the schools as a vehicle to rise 
above the gangs and drug economy. 
But the bottom line is that it's going 
to take a community effort to deal 
with the violence issue . 
CPS chLef Paul Vallas. 
NE: There has been a lot of 
di cussion about reducing bllmgual 
education. What exactly is the future 
of this? 
Vallas: Bilingual education was 
never meant to instituttonaltzc the 
tudents in btltngual programs. The 
problem with bilingual education in 
many schools is that it has become a 
cottage industry. We have one 
high school, for example, where 
students have been in bilingual 
education on the average of six-
and-a-half to seven years. That is 
failure Immigrant parents don't 
want their chtldren to be at a 
dtsadvantage. To go to college 
you take the ACT in English, not 
Spanish or any other language. 
The bottom line ts students are at 
a disadvantage unless they master 
the Engltsh language. 
NE: !any students feel 
standardtzcd te tmg is unfair 
Wtll th1s proce change in the 
future? 
Vallas: We should not be 
afratd of tandardized tests. Our 
u e of the standard11ed tc ts 1 
destgned to tnsurc that all of our 
tudcnts who arc not mcellng a 
minimum level of performance 
are provtded w11h upplemental 
asst tance 
NE: How would you grade 
your team's performance? 
Vallas: I would give us an 
mcomplete The ystem is 
progrcsstng. but I will not be 
satisfied until half of the chtldrcn 
10 thts ystem arc read1ng at or 
above the nattonal average. 
By Natasha c. Taylor, Lincoln Park member of her school's volleyball and 
bowhng teams. By the way dotng all of this 
Thts month's speetal teen comes to us from hasn't stopped Elame from earmng 
Hyde Pari< Academy. Elame M. Smrth ts a outstanding grades. Every quarter, her name 
freshman who ts very busy tnSJde and outside IS found on the schoofs honor roll fist 
of her school. Whtle thts seems I ke a lot of actMties for 
Thts 14-year -old 
is a student council 
representalrve and 
a member of the 
school's R O.T C 
program. She also 
IS tnvolved tn the 
medical lab 
program at her 
school, whteh 
allows her to see rt 
she'd I ke to pursue 
a career 111 surgery 
When she IS not 
in the classroom. 
she ts still a very 
adtve. as a 
someone in school, 
Elatne takes rt one 
step further by 
tutor109 children tn 
he' netghborhood 
Sne also helps out 
the edery when she 
has uf"le 
E!a '1e has showrl 
herse t 0 be an alo· 
arovrd canng student 
and ar exce :ent 
exa rnpte that teens 
car have fun whtle 
be 119 an outslandtng 
student 
r---------------------, 
"<Teen of the }Vlont h " 
New Expression 1s loo ng for the top leens 1n ChiCago. Last !me we 
presented a f1st of the Top 100 Teens 111 Chteago. StrlCe the response was 
so great we dectded to make rt a permanent sectlOO m our paper In each 
ISSUe of New Expression we WI , htg IQht a leen who has outstand ng 
credentials If you know of a leenager who deserves recogrvbon among hls 
or her peers, please complete tne noiTlli\Citon form below and send rt to us 
Also tnclude a clear photo 
Di d this t een : 
Save a life? 
Achieve academic success? 
Perform signtficant volunteer service? 
NE f3-d.'tA.caUff~ A~af4.(~$5 1 
Win awards for greatness? 
Demonstrate tremendous athletic prowess? 
Go where no teen has gone before? 
Will teens fall into the gap this summer, too~ 
By Dar' Keith U>fton, Foreman 
Remember the story about the 
grasshopper and the ants? The 
grasshopper spent his time during 
the summer partying, while the ants 
gathered food for the winter. When 
winter came, he thought he could 
rely on the ants to give him what 
they had worked for. He was denied, 
and the grasshopper had to suffer the 
consequences of his actions. 
Last year, many high school 
students found them~elves 1n a 
similar setting, as they wa~ted time 
during the ~hoof year and had to go 
to mandatory ~ummcr o,chool. 
Elimtnat•ng ~octal promotion tS 
one of the most controver~tal acttons 
taken by Ch1cago Public Schools 
within the pa.'>t two year~. Now, 
studen~ wil l have to demon~lrate 
they have a command of the grade 
level before betng pa~!>ed onto the 
next grade. 
'I he "Bridging the Gap" pro-
gram requires students tn grades 3, 
6, 8, 9 and l 0 to meet certain 
academic and attendance criteria 
before being promoted to the next 
grade. Those who fail to meet the 
standards must attend a mandatory 
l..a\t year, mnny CPS btudcnt\ h.1d to \pt:nd the 
bummer'" .chonl, hc<;~u-.t: they ''crt dunng 
the !oChool yc<tr. Nl: photo by Ui'bt•ccu /JuiKt~<-A 
summer school program. 
Last year, the Gap program 
placed more than I 00,000 1-.tudents 
in summer school and forced the 
CPS to open addit1onal transitional 
centers for I 5-ycar-uld Mudents whu 
were not meeting required high 
school math and reading levels. 
Whether the results will be 
different this year remain to be seen, 
but tt won't be for a lack of effort by 
the schools. 
Aside from the Gap and transllion 
centers, CPS has implemented 
several other programs to assist 
students at risk, such as the Light-
house Program, in which college 
tutors help students for one hour 
after school. 
orne schnob have begun imple-
menting extended days, where the 
classes meet longer and teacher.. have 
more lime to~>pend wtth students 
"Cradle Ill Cla~srlxJm" IS also 
part of Bridging the Gap As 
rcp01 lcJ in NL'w I lplt'\ .\ion "::. 
October '<J7 1ssuc, the program 1s 
unplcmcnted m 11J public high 
schools <llDng wtth three hospitals. 
It goes Without sayi ng that there 
arc many prorrams dcstgncd to keep 
students enJoying their summer:.. 
llowcvcr, students must take 
advantage ol them now. 
If so, then Stgn the teen up to be recogmzed tn New Expression. 
Name of teen 
--------------------------------
~------------------------
Year 1n School. ____________________________ __ 
Person Nom1nabng the Teen ______________________ _ 
~--------------------------------
Crty ______ State ____ .Zip Code __ _ 
Dayttme Phone Number l__j -----------------
Tel us -Mly thiS teen IS beng nomnated (lJSt on a separate ~ a ll>:UlSS31J 
Please send the completed form and a photo to: 
New Expression at Columbia College 
600 S. M1chtgan Avenue 
SUite 207 
Chicago, llltno1s 60605-1996 
The deadline for the April 
Issue Is March 2, 1998. 
I 
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Essay Contest Winners 
Febru~s~yQuestion 
Should High School 
Teachers and Students 
Be Allowed To Date? 
1st Place 
Cynthia Rodriguez 
Kelvyn Park 
This questions can be easily 
answered in one word. No! there are 
many reasons why this would be 
considered inappropriate behavior. 
It is definitely not professional and 
is morally wrong. School should be 
a place for education and not social 
meeting grounds for teachers and 
students. 
Teachers have a lot of pressure on 
their shoulders. They are expected 
to teach and help us understand and 
learn. Why would a teacher, who is 
very well educated, even contem-
plate having a relationship with a 
high school student? Any teacher 
who has even had this thought has 
some major problems. 
Why would any adult, entrusted 
with the teaching the future of 
America, be desperate enough to 
look for a relationship with a minor? 
What is wrong with this individual 
that he/she can not find someone of 
their own maturity? 
Another major question is 
morality. It is morally wrong to date 
someone that much younger or older 
than you. A teacher should have a 
huge amount of self-respect. Many 
teenagers are extremely vulnerable 
and we':lk because of all the changes 
occurring within and around them. 
Far too often, teens are looking for 
Essay Contest 
You Can Win 
$75, $50 or $25 
In New Expression's 
February Essay Writing Contest 
(Teacher of thetop entry also gets $25) 
March Essay Question: 
nco the private lives of our political 
leaders affect their ability to handle 
the publiC1S business? 
Please present your arguments clearly and concisely. Your essay must be within 200-400 
words. The first, second and third place essays will be reprinted in the next edition of 
AJew ~.s;.s.i~"Vand the writers will win $75,$50, and $25 respectively. Also, the 
teacher of the winning entries gets $25. 
Rules: Age must be under 20 to win. All entries must be typed within 200-400 
words and come with a typed cover page that includes your. 1) Full name;2) Home 
address with the city, state and zip code 3) Phone number 4) Age; 5) School 6) Full 
name of your teacher, if he/she assigned you the essay contest. Failure to comply with 
all of the rules will automatical~ disqualify your entry. 
Deadline: 
March 2, 1998 - 5 p.m. 
No Extensions!! 
How to respond: 
1.E-mail: newexpress@aol.com 
2. Fax : (312) 922· 7151 
3. Snail mail: 
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Natasha Taylor, Special Assignments Editor 
New Expreulol@(:oiumbia College 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605-1996 
anything to fill that void which 
constantly consumes their thoughts 
and emotions. Older individuals · 
prey on this vulnerability and often 
use these children for their sick 
personal needs. 
Students 
depend on their 
teacher to teach 
and guide them 
toward the 
necessary skills to 
go on to college 
and careers. It is 
devastating to 
know that there 
actually are some 
teachers and 
students who 
have intimate 
relationships. 
Yes, age may 
only be a number, it is doesn't 
address the issues of maturity and 
morals. 
Students and teachers should not 
be allowed to date each other. There 
is no excusable reason why they 
ever should be allowed to have a 
relationship beyond the classroom. 
It is completely improper and 
unprofessional on the side of the 
teachers, because they should know 
better. We are supposed to look to 
them for guidance. 
2nd Place 
Steven Mancini 
Lane Tech 
I don't think teachers should date 
students for three reasons. 1) There 
is a big difference in age. 2) The 
student could be dating the teacher 
for a grade 3) The teacher could be 
pressuring the student to date. On 
an episode of "Love Line, " there 
was a student who dated his teacher 
for a grade and then 
he wanted to dump 
her because after 
the year ended. 
If there is a big 
age difference, like 
20 years or more, 
they should not 
date. That is too 
much of a differ-
ence for both of 
them to stay 
together. On that 
"Love Line" 
episode, the student 
was 19 and the 
teacher was 54, 
which I not only thought was wrong, 
it was sickening to have that great of 
an age difference. Also they might 
find there are many things they don't 
want to do because they are too old 
or not old enough to do. 
If a student is dating a teacher for 
a grade, that is wrong. A grade 
should not be given by someone you 
date. It would be hard for the 
teacher to base her decision strictly 
on grades. On radio station B-96, a 
caller said he dated his history 
teacher. She was listening and 
angrily called in, threatening to give 
him a bad grade for the quarter. 
In a teacher-student relationship, 
the teacher might pressure the 
student by using grades as leverage. 
If the student wants to get out of the 
relations~ip, he/she may feel like the 
grades will be affected. 
3rd Place 
Carina Rodriguez 
Jones Metro 
Should teachers and students be 
allowed to date is a question that 
shouldn't even be asked. Because it 
is wrong, the !eachers have no 
values if they think that dating a 
student is okay. Age probably isn't 
that big of a deal for most people. 
There's nothing wrong with just a 
few years difference. But when the 
teacher is old enough to be your 
parent obviously there is something 
wrong with the teacher and the 
student. 
Such a relationship would 
interfere with the students' and the 
teacher's classroom performance. 
Students would probably think they 
could get away with anything. The 
teachers' abilities will be questioned 
by superiors, parents and other 
students. The only way a student-
teacher relationship should happen is 
when the student graduates, maybe? 
People are quick to judge. If the 
teacher and the student decide to be 
a couple, then I think it should be 
kept to themselves. If being 
together makes them happy, then so 
be it. After all, it isn't against the 
law to be happy and as long as 
everyone is of age. 
People have a hard enough time 
accepting age differences. In the 
end, both should think about what is 
right and the consequences of their 
decisions. 
Need A Sumrner -Job? 
Enjoy \Nriting? 
Work as a reporter and 
Get Paid For It! 
Youth Communication, Publisher of New Expression, 
will conduct its annual 
Summer Urban Journalism Workshop 
in connection with Gallery 37 
SUMMER JOBS·IN·THE·ARTS PROGRAM. 
If you're a good writer and would like to write 
about teen related issues this summer, then 
this job could be for you. 
For more information about application proceedures 
contact Gallery37 at (312) 744-8925. 
You must call before Ma 1st. 
Presidenrs bedroom tales hit our living room 
By Cbaoel Polk, 
Unlvenity of Illinois at Chicago 
"So what if the president of the United States had an 
affair with a White House intern. What the President does 
in his pnvate life is nobody 's business but his." Really? 
This statement bas been thrown around frequently by 
the general public including some teens. 
Popular opinion. as reported bj most major news 
stations, indicates that Presrdent Ornton's favorabilrty 
with Americans would diminish if be 'd lied about an 
alleged affair with former Whrte House mtem Monrca 
Lewinski. Public support l'ould also .,nne if the prestdent 
inslructed her and others to lie about the affarr \1 bile 
under oath. 
If he only had an affair and asked no 
one to lie, popular opinion suggests his 
position in office, would remain 
virtually secure. 
Over t~e years, the American view 
of right and wrong has altered 
dramatrcally. There was a time \\ben 
people were looked down upon when 
the) commrued moral cnmes uch as adultel). Today 
these actions are looked upon lightly with a ccrum 
uncanng and rndifferent aurtude. "Let them hve tberr 
lives as they please" rs today's reaction to thrs 
situauon. Se~uahty IS very promment in today's 
society. Commertrals personify the pleasures of 
alcohol or ctgarettelo by relaung them to sex 
Televisron srH:oms, soap operas. movres and 
dramas. consuntly bombard the viewer wttb the 
images of "relations" between a man and a 
woman. What makes this worse is that it's 
never the same man and woman having 
"relations" from eprsode to epiSode. In a 
senes of episodes, Sue wrll be with Bob 
then with Bob's best fnend. Meanwhile, 
Bob is Oirting wrth Sue's cousin, then wrth 
Sue's m01her 
H's often argued that televrsion and 
mo\·tes portray ecru in aspects of real life, but is thJS an 
accurate representatron of \\hat actually happens or Just a 
ploy to get vrc\\ers to \\atch next \\eck's episode? 
Young \\ Omen complain about other young ladtes who 
are known to have "rclaltons" with JUSt about any m~e 
who comes her way The number of these \\Omen vanes 
from school to school and from ne1ghborbood to 
neighborhood but the} do wst and uffer the 
elpressrons of anger and negatr\ II) by therr peers who 
have not chosen their path. Males can also be rocorporated 
into this category ll'lth relationshrp to females. In this case, 
the tables are turned. Young men are praised for the11 abrlity 
to marntarn a relatronsbtp wrth as many women as possrble 
ll'lthout any repercussions for his acuons. 
Through the years many elected officials have been 
accused of havmg affairs while holding office. Among these 
have been great Amencan figures such as John F. Kennedy, 
11o ho helped to break the barriers between the races m our 
natron Despite hiS great natrona! accompi1Shmen~ he was 
accused of having e'(tra-marual affairs. The most promrnent 
of these \1<15 alleged to have occurred ~~o-uh actress ~lanlyn 
Monroe. 
In today 's society semlrty is a pan of C\el)day lrfe for 
ewyone, no mattter 11o bat age the} are After a long penod 
of ume of being ubjected to ~xual images. no 111411er \\here 
they ongrn;rtc, the) inOuence the thoughts and moral .,afues 
of people. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
In My CJeiflie-~ 
Talk shows and 
TEENS 
By Dar' Keith Lofton, Foreman 
I doo 't watch television talk shows very much, but ooe day a fnend 
convinced me to watch one. The subject was about lods wbo beat their 
parents. When the show was over, I p1cked up a magaztne and began rcadrng 
an article about teens who have dropped out of school or JOined gangs. 
A few days later, another talk show came on discussrng teens who ha1 e 
unprotected sex. 
What drd these shows and magaZines have rn common? The) hm all 
made a ceruin k10d of statemen~ lttat youth have no possibihtres for a long 
life. bapprness or success. 
These 111~ shows and c;ome medra outle~ baH created a new fosc!Sm 
GeneratiOnal !Sm. 
The med1a h35 made rTlO!>I adults 1 JC\1 the people of the ne't generauoo 
as a group of seHrazed thu~ \1 ho hm no future The )oung people ha1e 
become "Geocrauon x: meamng unln n, Instead of "Generatron sw: 
The med1a bas fa1led to pre:.ent )OUng pri>ple 10 a p<l>llile \\l} They 
ha1e fa led 10 belp troobled tee~to and refuse to ad.no\\)edge that. 
So \\hal are ~~oe gomg to do about 11.? Keep walcbrng and llolltmg or 
v.on. I0\1 ard mal.~ng sure \\C are properl) reprc:.ented1 
Earn your college degree ... tuition free! 
Work One Weekend a Month and 
Earn lOOo/o College Tuition! 
If you have the mind for college, but not the money, the Illinois Army National Guard 
has a golden opportunity for you. Lend us your brainpower one weekend a monlh and 
two weeks a yearJ and we'll pay your way through college! Benefits include: 
• 1 00% College Tuition Scholarship ... to any state supported college for 4 years! 
• S 7521 .48 Montgomery G.l. Bill. .. students earn up to $208.93 per month! 
• Receive College Credit .. . eam college credit for your mililary training! 
• A Well Paid Part-time Job .. . eam over $111.00 per weekend drill to start! 
• Learn a Marketable Job Sl<ill. .. get the hands on experience employers want! 
Getting a quality education is one assignment 
you can 't afford to fail. Don't miss the 
opportunity to discover just how 
easy paying fo r college can be! 
Contact your local National Guard 
recruiter today! 
Call toll free: 1-800-0K-GUARD 
or visit our 
web site: http://www. 1 800goguard.com 
Part-time Job. Full-time Benefits. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
NE 
Safety 
Survey 
Hew &pression newspaper rs loo li1Q lor students to g .• e LS 11M iee ngs on • 
school safety Safety 1s said to be a top pnonty ol the ChJCago PubliC Schools How • 
• safe do you feel at school? Please answer the followmg questiOns and leel free to add • 
addrllOnal comments • 
Name Age __ 
------------------------
Phone ( 
School. ___ ________ __ 
1 . Does your school have metal detectors (sta1tOnaJY or hand-held)? 
2. Have you or do you know of students who have been physJCa'ty tnreatened or 
harassed by teachers or adm1n1strators? If so. please exptam at least one tooaenl 
3. Have you WJtnessed any students successfully bnngrng weapons tnSide the 
school, and the metal detectors dtdn~ go off? 
4. Does the secunty staff at your school make you feel safe? Expla1n your 
answer 
5. Do you know of incrdenls where people who have no affiha1ton wrth the school 
have been able to walk tn and roam the butlding wrthout bemg stopped? If so. explam 
6. Smce August 1997, have there been any stabbtng or shootmg tncrdents mstde 
your school? If so, did any one sustain senous wounds or dte as a resun of the 
mctdents? 
7. How often does your school have fire dniJs? When was the last lime your 
school had one? 
How to respond: 
1. By E-mail newexpress@aol.com 
2. By fax (312) 922·7151 
3. By regular mail Avian Carrasquillo, Education Editor 
New Expresslon@Columbla College 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605-1996 
Deadline for entries is March 2 , 1998 
Please include your name, age, year in school, the school you attend and a phone 
number where you may be reached tf we have further questiOns. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Free pregnancy tests '·~·@{·:·:: · rr..:-e,. ~an>:·'~t-.?."f~:.f'>~nw::~ ·· · :.· ; . ·. o:-- .• .. $~~!\" .. __ .. _,· .. ~· .. . ... 
Canp_g ans~ets, now~: .. . 
i r~· •• : Pregnant, or thinkyou are?~GhicatoCare has immedi• . .• 1 
,., ·. ate an.swers when you need lJ'len.t ,M?.s,t.;:d~ !L caring, · . . 
co_nfidential atmosphere. · ·" ·, 1 •• ,; , Q, .. , ,; . , . • • . • .·.-·- ··i 
We oiTe~ free pregnancy testa- no appointment 
necessary, call 24 hours a day; special teen.services; con:. · 
, , .. fidenti,al c.ounseling; inf'?~~~~~,e~ ~?,rti~n opti1~~si _1 . • ;,! .. 
.. , ., , and mor.~· w~ are. here~~ u. ~:CHICAG~ : .~ 
. help you. Call us today. · · ·. ~ . • ,._ ~ · - ·, ~ ~. ; • ! · · ~· . ~ ·. . .. . ·!· PrepMcy:~nten1 .q,.re : · 
! . • : tl ..... t f , • ..... ·~ .. ~ . ·:. ~~ .. .. •t' . • 
. Oak Parle · :'. Belmont: .'_ · .. _ Loop:.·".": ' ··· South Shore: · .. . 
' ·715 LO~t. Suiti ' l~_.c':61361h W. S.lmoni'! r I~ S. ·Mi<hi~ail ;;;' '2011 E. 75th, S••· 102 " 
7081383,~999 , :· ; . ~- ?l31771-66tA .. ~- : 312126J:J576 ". . lll/2~1 -6012. . 
.. ~ . . . • . . . '• :- : :·_· _: ' . : lll: ·'' , i~ :-,; :" .·: .. . . ·- . ../ . 
,---------------------, 
! Attention 
I 
! Techies! 
I 
I New Expression is holding a contest to find five lucky readers who 
I would like to review a game for a future edition of NE Tech. 
: All you have to do is fill out the entry fonn below and send it in to my 
1 attention at the address below. 
I Remember the first five correct entries read by me will get their chance to 
: be a guest Video/PC Game Reviewer for NE Tech and keep the reviewed 
1 game. 
I Answers to the following questions have appeared in previous editions of 
I New Expression/NE Tech. Winners will be contacted by phone. Good luck! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Name the following Cyberspace terms 
L LOL -----------------
2. URL ________________ _ 
3. :( ----------------
Answer the following questions 
4. What All-Star guard/forward will appear on Konami's NBA In the Zone '98 series? 
5. What rock legend will star as a twisted Internet serial killer in the upcoming horror film 
"Rune"? 
6. What racing game was endorsed by Car And Driver magazine and published by 
Activision? 
Name: 
---------------------
School: 
---------------------------------
Address: 
---------------------------------
City: ------------------ State: 
-------
Zip Code: ___ _ 
Phone Number: ('--------' -----------------
Send the completed entry to: 
New Expression Newspaper at Columbia College 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605-1996 
Attn: Corey Miggins, NE Tech Editor 
Deadline for entries is March 2, 1998 
L---------------------~ 
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Crash 
Bandicoot2: 
Cortex 
Strikes Back 
System: PlayStation 
Publisher: Sony 
MSRP: $39.95 
by Dar' Keith Ulfton, Foreman 
Crash Bandicoot bas made a faithful return 
in "Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex Strikes Back." 
Crash2 features bigger and bolder 3D graphics, 
more animation, camera views, colored 
backgrounds and sound effects created by 
professional movie effecls editors. 
The original "Crash Bandicoot" was one of 
the most successful PlayStation games in 1996, 
with sales of 1.7 million unils worldwide, as 
well as more than 600,000 copies in North 
America. 
Crash2 allows players 
to maintain full control as 
they test Crash's new 
moves, such as jumping, 
swinging, sliding, flying 
with a jet-pack, and 
surfing on a jel-board. 
This sequel also 
immerses players in a 
series of warp rooms 
consisting of many areas 
that allow the player to 
choose among five or six 
levels.at a time. 
In Crash2, the fast-moving marsupial gels 
reunited with his old nemesis, Dr. Neo Cortex. 
This time, however, the two join forces in an 
attempt to obtain a series of powerful crystals 
that have the ability to stop an event that would 
destroy the whole world. Crash, along with 
Cortex's guidance, explores forest, lakes and 
the cold Arctic as he gathers the crystals one by 
one. There are also many returning characters 
from the original, such as Ripper Roo; Dr.N. 
Brio; and Crash's little sister, Coco. "Crash 
Bandicoot2: Cortex Strikes Back" is now 
available in stores everywhere. 
•••••••••••••••••• 
• • • 
~ Why not Write for~ 
• • 
:NeW ~~ff'V?: 
:Join our teen staff. 
• • 
~TODAY!~ 
• • 
• • 
• • 
~CALL~ 
• • 
• • 
:812·822· 7160: 
• • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••• 
WCW vs. NWO World Tour 
System: Nintendo 64 
Price: $64.99 
Available: Now 
By David Jones, Fenger. 
THQ Inc., the innovator behind last year's WCW vs. The World for the Sony Playstation, has 
released WCW vs. NWO World Tour for Nintendo 64. 
WCW/NWO has even more options than the PSX version and is a lot more fun to play 
because you have a lot more WCW and NWO personal~ies. There's 'Hollywood' Hulk Hogan, 
Sting, 'Macho Man' Randy Savage, Diamond Dallas Page, the Outsiders and many, many 
more. 
WCW/NWO's graphics are an upgrade even though they polygon-based. The upgrade help 
make the action a lot more real than you could imagine. Legdrops, power bombs, and dropkicks 
all come 'alive' with the N64's powerful engine. 
Much to our dismay, you won't find any of the wrestlers' theme music. That's right, no NWO 
music, nor Sting's. Even though you won't hear your favorite wrestler's tracks, ~wont subtract 
from the fun factor. 
Probab~ the best part of WQW/NWO is it's options. There's a lour-man battle royal option, 
tag teams, tournaments, and even a realism option. The realism option allows your opponent to 
bleed after you h~ him w~h a chair, a bat or a splintered table. 
WCW/NWO is a good buy, but if you have a PSX then you may want to save your money for 
a cheaper, but somewhat better, WCW Nitro. 
Parappa the Rapper 
System: Sony Playstation 
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment 
America 
MSRP: $39.95 
By Dar' Keith Ulftoo, Foremao 
If you want a challenge that's new, here's the game for youl 
The new Sony Playstation game, 'Parappa the Rapper', is the first 
of ~s kind. 
It basically defines a new gaming genre, Music. Parappa (which 
means "ffat' in Japanese) offers music, rhythm, and humor w~h ~s 
'Simon Says' style gameplay which includes cartoon cinematic scenes 
and a subtiTle funtion for the hearing impaired. 
The game, which was produced by Maysaya Matsuura and' designed by Rodney Greenblat, 
even has ~s own music soundtrack sold only in Japan. 
The lead character of the game is Parappa, a cute little pup who wants to impress his secret 
crushy Sunny Funny as he travels through his hometown of Rodneytown while meeting various 
"teachers' who help Parappa with his rapping skills. Many of Parappa's adventures take to 
such places as a karate school, a flea market and a TV cooking show. 
"The Playstation is the only videogame platform conducive to create expression and 
freedom, allowing us to open the door to whole new arenas of gaming,' said vice-president of · 
Sony Computer Entertainment America, Andrew House, in a news release. 
So If you're tired of games that are lame, then get the the one with all the fame. Try 
Parappa and don't be a fool, it's neat, hlp, and cool. Peace out!! 
WCWNitro 
System: Sony Playstation 
Publisher: THQ Inc. 
MSRP: $49.95 
By Corey Miggins, Kennedy-King College 
Fans of last year's best-selling WCW vs. The World game, get ready for a better sequel. 
WCW N~ro is the third installment in the WCW{THQ Inc. series and the second version for 
the Playstation. This action-packed game features18 top WCW & NWO superstars that 
includes: 'Hollywood' Hulk Hogan, Lex Luger, 'Macho Man' Randy Savage, Sting, Giant, 
Diamond Dallas Page, The Outsiders and Harlem Heat just to name a few. Another add~ion is 
that each wrestler has over 30 unique moves . 
The options in WCW Nitro are fun with a 1 or 2 player tournament, tag team, ring 
announcers, run-in interference and a roving camera to get all the action in each match inside 
and outside the ring. Another feature is the heaHh bar that shows a wrestler's fatigue ~vel. 
The graphics on WCW Nitro are outstanding as the game mirrors the h~ show "WCW 
Monday Nitro'. Broadcasting from different arenas in the U.S. The wrestlers have a hi· 
resolution, dig~ized texture which shows the realism of the characters. The music is very good, 
but none of the wrestlers' theme music were added in this version. (Only the WCW Monday 
N~ro and NWO theme songs are played.) 
If you want a bodyslammin, dropkickin good time, then WCW N~ro is the game for you. 
OOOOOHHHH Yeah!!!lll!!l 
Water: Have you had 
your drink today? 
By LttriCf C. Dlckenon, Prurit \ itw A&M Uoivt~t) 
Your mouth feels as dry as a de crt after a long day 
at school. You grab a glass, fill it up with cold water 
from the faucet, gulp it down and end with the ultimate 
satisfaction .... AH H H!! 
Sounds good? Don't answer just yet. Have you ever 
thought about what may be in the water you drink? 
Tap water is purified by chlorination which leaves 
residual byproducts. The definition of chlorine, 
according to Webster's New Universal Unabridged 
Dictionary, reads: a greenish-yellow, poisonous, 
gaseous chemical element with a disagreeable odor, 
used in the preparation of bleachtng agents, tn water 
purification, in various tndustrial processes, as a lung 
irritant in chemical warfare, etc 
According to the environmental experts, drinking 
water faces many perils. For example, the ground water 
accumulates in layers of bedrock and soil from raJn. 
The mix forms a geologic unit called an aquifer, 1nto 
which wells are sunk. An aquifer supplying a municipal 
system might yield 200 to 400 
gallons a minute, according to 
the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Once tainted, ground water is 
difficult to purify, partly 
because po1son can lodge in 
geologic shelves, waiting to 
infect unsullied batches of 
water. 
spring water. According to Jane Gottlcib, in an 
Albany Times Umon article, offic1als estimate that 
half of the more than 90,000 Americans who get ill 
each year, or the 900 who d1e from preventable 
di eases cau ed by water borne viru~e and bactena, 
arc attnbuted to ground ~ater 
A federal Centers for D1 ease Control and 
PreventiOn study of well ~ater from January 1991 to 
December 1992 linked 76 percent of th~e ~ater 
related deaths to ground water In July 19<>2. the 
Amencan Journal of Publtc Health reported, after a 
decade of research, findtngs of pcn.ons dnnk1ng 
chlonnated water increased their nsf... of ccrtatn 
types of cancer (colon, prostate, bladder, breast) by 
15 to 35 percent Up to two-thirds of the harmful 
effects of chlonne are due to 1nhalatton and slun 
absorption. The aftertaste ts also not1ceable, as 15-
year-old Rebecca Trouch from Cune would agree. 
Rebecca emphasized that tap water tast~ ktnd of 
nasty and dtny whereas bottled water tastes clean 
Locally, Ch1cago seems to have a good ource of 
water, according to Mal) Anne Koll from the 
Department of Health Koll stated that Ch1cago's 
source is Lake Michigan, and the water from the 
lake is monitored effectively and ha!> undergone 
tremendous improvement to avoid pollution. 
Alternattves are avatlable 
to avo1d the risks of tap 
water Bottled water is a 
suitable alternall"e for tap 
water It can be brof...en do"' n 
tnto three basic categones 
spnng, purilted and distilled 
water If the water is low in 
lead, bo1hng 11 for a few 
m1nutes will evaporate 90 
percent of Volatile Organic 
Chemicals, which are a 
group of man-made chemi-
cal '>olvents 
Any community in this 
country that believes its 
ground water supply is not 
threatened probably hasn't 
taken close enough look, said 
Dusty Hall, environmental 
protection manager for the 
city of Dayton, where ground 
water is the sole source of 
water for 400,000 residents. 
Some of the more dangerous 
Health offic1als urge teens to obey the1r thtrsts, 
wisely. NE Plwto by Joaquin Ochoa. 
Home punfication 
dev1ces are also available to 
remove water impuntics 
Most common, accord1ng to 
TapWatcr: The Last Taboo 
contaminants, including perchloroethylene, a carcino-
genic chemical used by dry cleaners and car repatr 
shops, can sink into the ground and mix with the water. 
web site at 
www.doubleclickd.com, are lhe following: solid 
block activated carbon filter~ (where activated 
carbon is charcoal which has been burned in the 
absence of oxygen.), reverse osmosis, R.O. (where 
Because of the residual by products that swim in water is forced under pressure through a synthetic, 
water, it leaves many with the result of side effects. semi-permeable membrane), and distillation (where 
Sixteen-year-old Somiko Lord from Taft realized that water is boiled creating steam which is collected and 
tap water from faucets are heavier on the stomach than condensed into highly pure, distil led water. 
I 
' 
\ I 
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FOOD 
can anect your 
!WOOD 
By Tolwmbo Boodunde, Univenity of Missouri 
It 's the end of a really long day of tests and 
teachers. When you get home, you collapse oo 
your sofa, but not before you grab a pint of 
pistachio ltme chocolate Haagen Daz ice cream 
to soothe you. Does this sound familtar? 
What happens if you have these kind of days 
frequently? What would be the best solution: 
making sure your freezer can store every variety 
of Haagen Daz or 
making an attempt to 
eat certain foods to help 
your mood? 
Elizabeth Somer, 
author of-Food and 
Mood,"' said that by 
, stmply changing a few 
eating habtts, anyone 
can experience better 
moods. 
"A balanced diet . 
will always help you 
because at the very 
least, you 'II ha\ e more 
energy to deal with 
what's bothering you," 
said Somer, in a Good 
Housekupmg article. 
~For example, people tend to tum to s~ eets, 
chocolate or carbohydrates when they are 
depre ed," Somer said 
Men a, a 17 -year-old tudent. agreed. 
"Some people say chocolate make you feel 
better," the teen said. 
To feel better, Ja1me, a fellow apprentice 
artist, said,"(! eat) Ben and Jerry's Chunky-
Monkey ice cream. I ju t feed off of that for a 
couple of days." 
"I get a number three meal 
from Burger King "'hen I'm 
feeling down," said I -)ear-old 
Rashidah ale . an Art ln~titute 
student. These teen~ certain!} 
are not alone 10 the1r eating 
habit~. In an un c1enttfic urve), 
almost C\ en out of every l 0 
teenagen. admitted to eattng 
unhealthy foods to make them 
feel better But Somer said that 
this can be self-de tructive 
"(These] food choice help fuel the de pre -
ston from which they stem and e tabhsh a 
potentlall) destructi\C cycle," he aid. "Re-
peated poor food choices can set fundamental 
patterns in the production of the bratn chemi-
cals that regulate appet1te and mood, so th:ll you 
become a victim of mood swings, f1..X)d 
cravings. poor sleep hab1ts and other emottonsl 
problems.'' 
Somer further stated that this c •cle "ill 
continue, not as a result of bad things happen-
ing to a person, but by making the "rong 
choices in foods to eat. Thts doesn't mean that 
you have to go on a crash diet or starve yourself 
when feeling down--it just means consume 
healthier foods, mainly more complex carbohy-
drates and fruits and vegetable' . 
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Teens get blunt 
about 01arijuana 
By Unda Hudgins, Lane Tech 
Experience is not always the best 
teacher, and experiencing marijuana 
leaves a trail of bad effects and 
deadly habits. 
Many teenagers smoking 
marijuana, also known as "weed" or 
"blunt", have mixed reasons for 
smoking. According to one 17-year-
old male, "I smoke weed to escape 
problems, and I have many of 
Dora La Couture 
Cotillion 
1 Day 
Alterations 
Flower Girl 
Dresses 
Full Figure 
Women 
All Sizes 
10% qFF 
WITII TillS 
AD 
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Gowns 
"t( Custmn 
Design 
~(Sewing 
Instruction 
BHII>ES i\ND 
BIU DESMA IDS 
GOWNS i\ND OTHER 
COUTllnlEH SlmVJCES 
8246 S. l(imbark 1-800-894-7222 
773-374-8863 
r-------------------- --,, :~ 
Tak e this coupon t o a Marine Recruiter. 
Giv<' him l G minutes or your time. 
He wi ll give you a Marines T-Shirt and 
several good reasons why you should consider 
the Marines. 
1-800-345-USMC 
Answered at local Recruiting Station 
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those." 
Other reasons for using the drug 
include curiosity, easing depression 
or boredom, and peer pressure. 
While those are among the most 
popular reasons, some teens 
just like it. One female said, 
"I just want to smoke weed, 
and besides, it feels good. I 
smoke only for its effects, 
not to be cool or for social 
reasons." 
Marijuana is dried leaves 
and flowering tops of the 
pistillate Hemp plant that are 
sometimes smoked for their 
intoxicating effects. 
While many teens. 
discussed the "good feel-
ings" from smoking mari-
juana, not many commented 
on the negative side effects. 
There are many cons in 
smoking marijuana. For 
example, medical officials 
say smoking weed hfnders 
your emotional develop-
ment. 
Teens who smoke weed 
during adolescent years are 
stunting their body development and 
the ability to develop the skills 
needed to cope with problems, 
according to the book, "Young 
People Ask." 
The book, "Talking With Your 
Teenager," noted "The lesson that 
life' s painful moments can be 
survived without this drug never 
gets learned." 
Another reason not to smoke 
weed is tbe elements that marijuana 
contains. The main element being 
the health risks associated with the 
use of the drug. 
According to a recent media 
survey, 24 percent of those smoking 
weed have suffered from sore 
throats; 6 percent suffered from 
bronchitis; and 24 out of 30 were 
found to have bronchial lesions, 
whicb is characteristic of the early 
stages of cancer. Besides the fact of 
marijuana being damaging to teen 
health, it also can have a bad effect 
on their future, particularly if they 
desire to be married or have chil-
Northwestern 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
dren. 
Ann, a 36-year-old emotionally 
immature former marijuana user, 
said she has suffered very low self-
esteem as a result of the numbing of• 
her mind while on the drug. 
"When teens start 
smoking marijuana, they 
become less alert and less 
sharp. Most become dull, 
inattentive and·sometimes 
are unaware of what is goinr 
on around them," Ann said. 
"In a sense they become like\ 
a burnout. The more they 
smoke, the less chance of 
them ever growing up and 
becomjng a responsible and r 
mature adult." 
The "1996 National 
Survey of American 
Attitudes on Substance 
Abuse" revealed that 
more than 70 percent of 15-
to 17 -year-olds say that 
drugs are used and sold at 
the high schools they attend_ 
Students in the survey 
contend that marijuana 
was easier to buy than 
either beer or cigarettes. 
Most students who begin to use 
drugs in these early teen years 
become addicts when they become 
adults. So how can a teenager keep 
away from destructive substances 
such as marijuana? Former users and 
health officials agree that it is best nol 
to start, but if a teen is using drugs, it 
is best to seek help from school or 
health officials immediately. 
"Chicago's First Private Business College" 
Accounting 
Medical Assisting 
Travel & Tour-ism 
Office Technology 
Business Adn1inistration 
I-Iospitality Managetnent 
Paralegal/Legal Assistant 
Business Information Technician 
Business Computer Programn1ing 
Evening & Saturday Classes 
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IVIIk 
campa· 
targets teens 
By Marisol Brambila, Lab Vitw 
So have you had your crash 
course on calcium? In case you 
have not or have no idea what it is, 
keep reading. 
Crash Course on Calcium (CCC) 
is a new health education program 
which helps teachers and physicians 
educate teens about the importance 
of calcium to good health. 
The program 
includes a 20-minute 
video featuring 
celebrities wearing 
milk mustaches, and 
is filled with calcium 
facts on why its 
important to include in 
your daily diet. The 
package also includes a 
guide, poster and 
booklet. 
The video points out that teens do 
not realize the importance of 
calcium and how simple it is to 
include in their diets. Eight out of 
ten girls and 6 out of ten do not get 
the calcium they need, according to 
the program. 
By Nia La Wrtllct, Latin 
Apparently, teens are receiving 
mixed messages about sex, based 
upon gender. 
In general, girls 
are condemned by 
almost everyone for 
being sexually 
active. On the other 
hand, males are 
praised, mostly by 
their peers, for 
"banging," accord-
ing to 25 teens 
interviewed by N E. 
Girls who "sleep 
around" are seen as 
"whores" while 
boys who do the 
same thing are 
"pimps." 
Many teenage girls said they are 
told by their parents to avoid sex 
until marriage or to avoid sex in 
general. However, boys- are being 
advised: "Whenever you decide to 
have sex, use protection." This gives 
them the idea that sex, whenever 
they decide to do it, is OK, while 
girls have been told to wait. 
"Sex is a beautiful thing and if 
Nine to 18-year olds should be 
getting 1,300 milligrams of milk a 
day. Does this sounds like too 
much? Well it is not, according to 
CCC. One of the ways to do this is 
to drink three, 8-ounce glasses of 
milk a day. Aside from drinking 
milk, poor eating habits also cause 
calcium levels to be low. 
Teens drink twice as much soda as 
they do milk, according to CCC. 
Also many girls like to skip meal or 
get into diets that they probably do 
not even need in the first place. 
Therefore, they drinking the least 
amount of milk or none at all. 
CCC suggested 
drinking flavored milk if 
teens do not like plain 
milk, or try a smoothie. 
For the sophisticated teen, 
a cafe laue will do. The 
tape points out that the 
teenage years are the 
period when we need 
calciUm the most. Getting 
enough calcium won't only 
prevent future diseases uch 
as Osteoporosis, but it will also help 
keep bones and teeth healthy now. 
While you are surfing the "net" you 
might want to stop by The Oub 
Milk at www.whymilk.com, and get 
an inside scoop on the milk mus-
tache campaign. 
you're going to have 11, pick your 
partner wisely and be careful," sa1d 
Alicia Pillar, a sophomore at 
Whitney Young. She added, "My 
parents and I agree that teens have 
sex too early." 
On the other hand, "gon' ahead 
and do it," were the feelings of both 
Anthony Binion, a junior at Fenwick 
High School, and Frank Chaplin, a 
junior at Brother Rice High School, 
who both said that sex is "not a big 
deal." 
Our survey found 
that most teens, 
male and female, 
learned about sex 
first from friends 
and generally 
received the same 
message, which was 
"do it." 
Perhaps the issue 
could be summed 
up by Ayinke 
Bennett, a senior at 
Morgan Park, who 
said "despite mixed 
messages at any 
age, people should 
be careful and keep 
sex in perspective." 
"Sex is something that two 
people share when they have deep 
feelings for each other. That's how 
it 's supposed to be at least," Ayinke 
said. "I don't think sex should be 
done depending on anyone's age, 
but depending on their level of 
readiness. When done right and at 
the right time, it can be a beautiful 
thing." 
Art Education .... a Creative Investment 
OUCAGO CAMPUS 
Design and mullimtdia opponuniries art exploding. Learn 
from faculf] .Mo encouragt JOII lo expm.s JOur a11iJ1ic 
. talent in video, p/lotograp/1] and computn-grap/lics. 
. Clloosefrom a 10-montlt professional diploma, a 
I 5-montlt associate degree or an accelerated 3-]tar 
bacAelor's degree. Programs feolurt QuariXpns~, 
Adok Pllotosllop-, Illustra/or, MacroMEDIA 
Dirtetorll, and AufqCA.IJ-. 
i\IUJ,TIMEDIA & CO:\IPUTEili:\IAGI~G 
COMPUTElt GltAPHICS 
All frtl'l•ala mi•J {ifdi"u pldamn~l.nsistna 
tlfJA /r-tr rt{roMr CIHITUI (ill /996, 
9 Ulll/10 f;'Yiflllala Sllca!Spfl] Dll~ IM -ifora). 
Fi,.awl Assistt~•a is tNDtla!Jk /K f•t~rt{ld' Sflltinln. 
ORUND PARJC CAMPUS 
180 N. LaSalle Slru:l. OUcaco. I L 6060 I 
(800) 225-IS20 • (312) 836-4608 
- Ronnti~ 
MORRIS7 
COLLEGir 
43 Orland Squm. Orland Part. IL 60462 
(800) 88(}.9373 • (708) ~ 
- NCAAcaUild 
THE INSTiTUTE OF ART & DESIGN 
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NE -ftecit/1 S~YVetJ 
A recent report by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
indicated that 1 in 5 Americans over 12-years-old has herpes. 
Knowing this information, does this change your 
views about intimate or sexual contact. If so, 
how? If not, why not? We are also putting together the top 
health concerns among teens. Would you take a few minutes to list 
your top concerns and send them back to us? 
re 
1. E-mail 
2. fax 
3. snail mail 
newexpress@aol.com 
(312) 922·7151 
NE Health Survey 
New Expression@Columbia College 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605·1996 
ead ine for entries is arch 5, 199 
Please include your name, age, year in school, the school you 
attend and a phone number where you may be reached if we have 
further questions . 
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Wby not wriw for 
NeW ~~f!'f't­
Join our teen staff 
TODAY! 
812·822·7160 
NATIONAL 
GUARD 
• • 
OW Ifill 
• 
1m e. 
• 100% Tuition 
• Skilled Jobs 
• Great Pay 
•One Weekend a Month 
and 15 days a year 
• Travel 
1-800-223-3363 
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SIJS: The silent Idler 
By Marchae Mlller, Calumet 
New teen mothers should be 
aware of a silent 
killer-Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome, or 
SIDS. It can strike an 
infant at any given 
moment while the 
child is asleep. 
Health officials 
have not determined 
what causes SIDS, but 
there are many steps 
that mothers can take 
to reduce the chances 
of having their child 
become a SIDS 
victim. 
SLEEP-Much of 
the prevention is based 
upon how the parents 
monitor the way their babies sleep. 
Infants often experience delays in 
rolling over or head-flattening from 
spending too much time on their 
to research. 
backs. This 
problem can be 
resolved by 
allowing the 
baby time on his 
or her stomach, 
when playing or 
watching 
television, 
according to the 
SIDS Alliance, 
an advocacy 
group for the 
prevention of the 
disease. While 
the side position 
is acceptable to 
the stomach 
position, the back 
is best, according 
PRE-NATAL CARE-Medical 
researchers suggest that how well 
the mother takes care of herself 
during pregnancy plays a major role 
in determining whether the newborn 
will be a victim of SIDS. 
SMOKING-Smoking in-
creases the chances of a newborn 
being effected by SIDS. Studies 
show that smoking not only stunts 
the development of a baby's lungs, 
but it also disrupts brain functions, 
which can interfere with a child's 
ability to wake up. 
Other suggestions include using 
flat, firm bedding; avoiding over-
heating the baby; and maintaining 
contact with the pediatrician. 
The SIDS Alliance reports that the 
disease kills 700 babies a year. 
Chances are greater among new and 
teen mothers because of their 
inexperience. 
For more info call The SIDS 
Alliance at 1-800-221-SIDS. 
Abortion trauma for teens 
By Lenora Boothe, Undblom 
For a number of reasons, abortion 
has become a popular birth control 
method among teens. The debate 
over whether abortion is right or 
wrong is an ongoing one 
between pro-life and pro-
choice groups, but a lessor 
known debate centers 
around the trauma teens 
suffer as a result of 
abortion. 
Is Planned Parenthood 
accurate in saying anti-
family extremists are 
circulating unfounded 
claims that a majority of 
pregnant women who 
choose to terminate their 
pregnancies suffer severe 
and long-lasting emotional 
trauma as a result? 
Health officials describe 
post-abortion trauma as an adverse 
emotional reaction as a result of 
abortion. It is often a delayed 
reaction and can surface at anytime 
in a person's life, officials said. 
Post-abortion trauma can include 
emotional, psychological and 
physical anguish, and it can surface 
in many different ways. 
According to the Ventura County 
Crisis Pregnancy Center, emotional 
trauma can consist of guilt, depres-
sion, frequent crying, anger, denial, 
suicidal urges, nightmares, an 
intense desire to become pregnant 
again and damaged self-esteem. It 
can also effect behavior and include 
such things as promiscuity, drug or 
alcohol abuse, anorexia or other 
eating disorders, sexual disfunction, 
repeated abortions, relationship 
disorders, communication difficul-
ties and difficulty bonding to your 
children. 
Marion Syverson, who had three 
abortions, said of her emotional 
experience: "I had horrible self-hate, 
I became very promiscuous and 
abused drugs and alcohol. I just 
stopped living life; I felt that I was 
evil because I killed my helpless 
child. When I did have children, I 
would drop my baby in his crib so 
he would cry and need me." 
But Planned Parenthood fact 
sheets also cite research studies that 
indicate the emotional responses to 
legally induced abortion largely are 
positive. They indicate that emo-=-
tional problems resulting from 
abortion are less frequent than those 
following childbirth. 
However, a Los Angeles Times 
survey in 1989 found that 56 percent 
of women who had abortions felt 
guilty about it, and 26 percent 
mostly regretted the abortion. 
Janet (not her real name) had an 
abortion at 15. She said the experi-
ence was something she regretted. 
"I regret my decision because I 
could have had something 
to call my own. I feel 
guilty about it, and I'm 
still shocked that I did it. I 
wouldn't wish this on my 
worst enemy," Janet said. 
"The emotional reaction of 
some women after 
abortion is so light in 
comparison to the stone 
you will carry in your 
heart, not being able to use 
vacuum cleaners because it 
reminds them of the 
abortion and the horrible 
nightmares of children 
calling them from trash 
cans and of body parts and 
blood." 
Planned Parenthood also ex-
pressed that abortion is now one of 
the safest medical procedures 
available. "Having an abortion in the 
frrst three months of pregnancy is 
considerably safer than bearing a 
child." 
Anti-abortion activists claim that 
having an abortion endangers future 
childbearing. They claim that 
women who have abortions will 
have difficulty conceiving or 
carrying a pregnancy, will develop 
ectopic pregnancies, will deliver 
stillborn babies, or will become 
sterile. However, according to the 
U.S. Center for Disease Control, 
none of these claims is borne out by 
medical research. 
..,....,r-----~~-~- -- - -
Sickle eel: Whars the deal? 
By Zelda Opara, Bogan 
While the dise~ isn't restricted to any one 
group, health officials mainliin sickle cell anemia 
strikes African-Americans more 
normal lives with the disease, according to Dr. 
Ann Carr of Coole County HospitJI. 
Carr said that most signs of the disease 
include "open scabs for oo apparent 
than any 01ber group. 
Sickle cell is a disease in which 
the blood cells are formed 
improperly. Sick.led cells are 
formed in the shape of boomerangs, 
'Winch slows down the blood now 
and renders the body unable to 
function properly. 
Siclle cell is not contJgious, 
but 1f two people with s1ckle cell 
have a child, the chances are grut 
that the offspring 'Wi ll have the 
disease. 
Altlalgb there 
lin cure lor 
li:kll eel, 
peop, can 
leU pretty 
.Uives 
wltlltbe 
reason, extreme pain or stiffness io 
joints, aod a feeling of nausea." 
Olaz Mickey, a student at Rich 
Central in Olympia Fields, inherited 
the disease and VISits hiS doctor 
frequently for monitoring. 
"Once every six months or so I 
get s1ck," Cbu sa id. "I uke Tylenol 
3 for pain and stiffness. I also have 
varioos antJbiot1cs so that I won't 
get SICk IS often. • 
There IS no cure for s1ckle cell, 
and Cbaz said having the dwse has 
lim1Led his desire to part1c1pate 10 
tOO many lcti\ IIICS OUtside of 
Health 
11tls health colwnn Is sponsored 
school. 
by the 
William C. Bannerman 
Foundation 
~!try n01 to play too many sports or run 
around with my boys too much," Chaz sa1d 
"When I 'Was fl~ttold I bad sidle cell, 11 seemed 
like I couldn't do an)th10g 'ow, I don't feel as 
restricted I ju~t loH hving." 
Although there is no cure for 
s1ck.le cell, people can lead pretty 
tsease 
Jobs lor youth 
By Ebooy Ronn, Chicago Vocatiooal 
Youth Serv1ces Rtpresenutives help arrange day care and tnnsporution 
assiStance for tbe yooth. They also help these )OUng Mmen build their 
decisJOo·making and time management ~kllb 
Many teens want a JOb, bot not everyone bas the work ethic to do what 
it takes to get and remam employed. Haweva, at Jobs For Youth (JFY), 
teens not ooly learn job readiness skills, they learn skills for life. 
"A 101 of )OUng women are commg up wnhout any ~&shu nee to ttlcb them 
bow to be prepared for the real world of ~~oori." says Candace Hunter, the 
Director of JFY's Mentor Program. 
1FY dlrtlls gain a~~ abiliy to fnl 
PE oo tbcu own. Over tbe pl'il yar, 1FY participams 
ba>e filled l1ln than I#JJ jobpa>itms at OYU 450 
O!ia!g!Hrea rusinesses with an awnge siJtting wage 
<i S611 per hour. 
Many of JFY clients find plaa:tllCill in banh, 
hotels. bosp1Uis, and law ftrmS, as well as IIWIY 
other places of employmenl 
Since 1979, JFY bas been servtng t.he 
educauonal and employment needs of Chicago's 
17 to 24-yeaH>Id young adults. The lll3jonty of 
these smdents are from law-lllCOOie families aod 
several complete then GED requirements through 
the agency. 
JFY provides four bas1c services wbicb consiSt 
The Educauoo-To-Work Learning Center helps qudent5 g1in academic sk1lls 
and offm GED prep d~ to bigb 
..cbool dmpoau JFY matiiUII'S a 5 ~ 1 
S!Udent·tucba rauo. 
~' '1\' ts a good place to come becme of tbc teachen 'WbO help us .---. studen~ meet all of our upectations", says Jes..\t Hannon. 19, a current client of JFY's GED program. 
\ JFY dient5 retel\e fiN·hJnd 
experience from ~ vast number of 
)oung voluntee~ from Hnolb fields 
Volunteen prO\' Ide a hnl bet.,.een 
clienb and tbe world of emplo)ment. 
of: pre-employment job read10ess, job plaa:men~ GED preparauon 
assisunce, and two yean of follow up services and suppon. 
They also \trH :u grut resources of 
Information and expenence, acrording to JFY staffm. 
Acrordmg to Robert W BJrneu. JFY'~ Director of Educational Serv1ces, 
"The only time success comes before work IS when 1t's in the dtcllonary," Teen motben rece1ve strong support from JFY staff. They help the 
young motben complete their education and esubl ish goals 1n hfe. The 
Are blue 
collar jobs 
lor teens? 
By Jennirer Walton, Curie 
Twenty years ago, a person could work in a 
big factory and support themselves as well as their 
family. Many of these people had never finished 
bigb school. 
Things bllve changed 
dramatically over the years. Not 
only bas the desire of working 
in factory and doing manual labor 
gone down, but the number or jobs have also 
decreased. By the early to middle 1980's, most of 
Olicago's biggest factories had closed down and 
many of their employees were laid off of their 
JOb!.. 
Because of tbest sborl3ge of jobs in the 1113nual 
labor field, many teens are being persuaded to go on 
to college and pursue a white collar career. As 
counselors, teacbm, and parents try ID guKic teens 
away from blue collar jobs, teens are Ios1ng then 
sense of respect fer the manufadiJnng mdustry. 
Students like Bobby HarriS, a 
senior at SL R1U, said that 
his grandfather and 
father supported thw 
famil1es for years 
and decent hv10g. 
It Burgess, a coun'>tlor at Curie, sa1d be 
works hard to expose students to many fields He 
added that be docs not try to diScourage any 
students from blue collar work, but be tnes to g1ve 
them advice that would get them ready and 
prepared for the rest of the1r lives. 
Accordmg to the Chicago FederatiOn or 
Labor, blue collar JObs w 111 be replaced by p10k 
collar JObs. P1nk collar JOb!. are ~emcc JObs. They 
pay much less than blue collar JOb!. but the work 
IS less strenuous. 
Jeff We1ss from the Chicago Federation 
::-~ ,1 ~ of Labor, said that the number of jobs in the .Aillr~iitl;;;..--:.,:'!', • blue collar mdu\try as a whole JU~ t aren't out 
.. 'J~Jl4r' her~ anymore. 
lllust111tloo by Joaquin Ocblll "Kids can't come stn11gbt out of high school 
by working at the steel mill~ in Chicago. 
"They've worked hard all of their lives to 
give me the chance to go further in school and 
get a better education," Bobby said. Bobby 
added he would not like to have a blue collar job, 
but he still respects those who earn their living 
that way. He said he still considers it as a honest 
and make a living workmg 10 a factory from eight 
to sixteen hours a day. Those time.~ have come and 
gone," says Weiss. lie sa1d m~l of the factories 
have gone down to Mexico or some other foreign 
country, where the co~t or labor is much cheaper 
than it i ~ in the United States. 
etCAfio/ eflfic-'LC~ 
Candidates discuss teens 
By Sbalamar Bernstein, Uncoln Park 
With the lll1001s governor's race literally nght around the corner, NE wanted to gel the political 
hopefuls' v1ews on teen issues. NE put several calls out to all gubernatorial candidates, but only three 
chose to respond. 
Downstate Congressman, Glenn Poshard (D-111.), former Attorney General, Roland Burris, and 
former U.S. AssoCiate Attorney General, John R. Schm1d~ were the only three to grant NE an 
1nterv1ew. 
NE: What's your plan to address curbing teen social ills, such as drugc;, out of wedlock 
pregna nC1es and gangs? 
Poshard: A greater emphasis on educauon is 
needed Schooling helps prevent any type of 
mvolvement 10 en me, drug abuse and 01ber social 
problems. 
Burris: Naturally, we should encoorage teens to 
~y no, but also ~y yes to something: education. 
That is the pnmary solution. We must sh~ the 
danger of these v1ces and be role models fO! young 
people 
Schmidt: We should ~bow teens the cntical 
danger We must keep them from drugs. Schools, 
governmen~ family and churches provide a moral 
frame ror teens. 
Shalamar Bernstezn 
NE: 'WhatLS your vLSion for teens 1n the Ute? 
Poshard 
Bur rrs 
Sclrmult 
Poshard: 'ne 'Want to satisfy you~g people's curiosity and capacity. 
\h 'W1nt college and we 'Want to make it affordable. The VISion mclcdes 
education as the key so that our students can compete. 
Bums: Visioo begins at concepl!on. Educal!on that challen&es 
youth should be there for them. In addition. coun:;eling, famil~ and 
upport serv1ce fc•r them mUSI be 10 place. This wtll cut dov.n on ann-
social tcha' ior. My major agenda IS to challenge teens 'With acthilles. 
mternsh1~ w1th corporations and government. 
Schmidt M} vision is to educate the yooth of Illinois for a 
better future 
NE: \\-'bat expenence do )OU have w1th teeQ.)? 
Poshard: I baH a Pb.D. m educatiOn admmistnt10n, and I was a 
schoolteacher. 
Burris: I ra~ a teen and VISit schools I ba\c also wor ed 11o1th teens 
through my legal background, m church and 'Wlth the Bo) Scouts. 
Schmidt I m the father of a 14-year-old. 'W hich is a 1\ooderful agt I 
can reOect upon myself also. 
NE: \\'bat do )OU plan to do about educati011.1l fuod10g 1 
Poshard: I 'upported the prl'\ ious plan by lllino~ Houo;c Speaker 
~flchael ~!Jd1g1n We need a grater sw 11cb from p!Op(rt} m to 
IQ(.'Ome lU 
Burris: I would propose S2..1 billiOn mto educatiOn with or w1Lbout a 
tu mcrease. Then I would a:.k that S600 m1lhoo go to a comltl(ln ~hool 
fund, wllb S300 million each subsequent )ear. \\e need to Sjl(nd mort on 
education. There needs to be a bustotSS-1)-pe approach and rtStructllring I 
'W OUld proJXN an ml'lge of $4,500 to be Sjl(nt on each ~dent 
Schmidt A genml approach needs to be uken. We must mo' e awa) 
from propert) tm~ 
·---------------------· I Don 11 see enougl-a of you or your s(l-aool~ I 
: Tl.e .. get ~••L Ul!i! : 
11 New Expression Is looking for correspondents froml I all schools and all sides of Chicago! 
I I I Ntw Exprtss/on IS Clueago's oo~ new~ by, fa and about Chicago teens I 
I You can pe the crty the 'real deal' abou1 whars go.ng oo tn you sdlool1 I 
: Come to the All.Crty StaH meebng at 4 00 p.m oo Februaly 26 : 
1 Also meet Pulitzer Prize Winning I 
I Chicago Sun-Times Photographer I 
.John White 
I I I Ntw Exprtsslon IS located at I 
Columbia College (Wabash Budding) I 623 S Wabash Avenue, Surte 207 I 
I Retreshments w~l be S81Ved I 
I Call Chanel oc Billy at I 
I {31 2) 922·7t50 to confirm yclltattendance I 
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CaFe D' expResszon 
Lo"' Mentall~ Negroes 
Ai I walked down the hard pavement. 
!looked into a soUdarity lost with time. 
I look at these Low Menu.Uty Negroes. 
The narrow path in their brains, simple minds, baggy jeans, and gangster lean slang. 
I look at these Negroes with no future and their only options in life being in the graveyard 
or the jail ceU. past with present combined. 
These Negroes from the ghetto, looking at me as if I'm some kind of High Life wanna be. 
But! say I'm no better than you; my inteUect bas no ending. 
I think of a wide range of things. 
Ob! I worry abouttbese human beings. 
Low Mentality Negroes. slangin', cl!Uin' it money. Fast cash, low lifestyles always comes to an end. 
I hope. I dream for these Low Mentality Negroes to see the light touch a beam. 
Putting me down, harassing me just because I have my own dream. 
I yeU, I scream silently 
But. none of these egroe~ would ever bear me 
They wouldn't understand me. 
My cry for indh·iduality as just another Negro walk~ down the street. 
Kirsha Brown, Senn 
r---------------------, TEENS! 
Improve Your Writing Skills! 
GET PUBLISHED! 
Join the publisher of New Expression newspaper for one of our four writing workshops. 
March 7, 1 998 
Short Story (Fiction/Non-Fiction) Writing 
Ideal for studeots interested il short story and ~ wrili1g 
March 28, 1998 
Essay/Composition Writing 
Ideal for students mterestsd in inprOYing their skils for term pape!S, compositions, coAege applications and 
entrance exams. 
April 25, 1 998 
Journalism (Print and Broadcast) 
Ideal for studeots i'lterested in leO'lling how to wnte for newspapers, magannes, rad10 and television stabons. 
May 30, 1998 
Script Writing 
Ideal for students ilterested m learning how to produce scnpts for film, musac videos as well as televiSIOO 
programs 
All workshops will be held from 10 am. -4 p.m. at Youth Communication (YC), 623 S. 
Wabash Avenue, Room 207, Chicago, Illinois. YC is located in Columbia College's 
Wabash Building. 
$10 per teen to cover food and materials. Workshop size is limited to 30 students. 
For mort detail• or to reglater, call Billy Montgomery It (312) m-7150 or return the form below to: 
By mail: New Expression 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605-1996 
Attention: Billy Montgomery 
By E-mail: newexpress@aol.com 
By fax. (312) 922·7151. 
Writing Workshop Registration Form 
Name .A.ddr _ss ___________________ _ 
Phone.~:-:-:~--:-:----::--------------­
Workshop(s) interested in attending: 
L---------------------~ 
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learning The Ways Or IAJVe 
Expect I he uoeipecttd 
lo~e is ne•er whea or" here 
you "illlt itt~ be. 
IAI•e is of and for itself. 
It never comes t4o soon 
illld oe1·er Wo lata 
For tbOSll in love who seek 
wise ad tire, 
Remember when you fall in love 
you pay a pril~ 
So know the rules before you 
roll the dire. 
Booluse love woo'talways be ~nder. 
by Anthony Jones. Kennedy King 
Anthony Jones, Kennedy King 
Ms. Raven 
They call me Ms. Raven 
because I'm block and beautiful 
with a nice size. 
I hove preHy brown hair 
with astonishing brown eyes. 
I hove sumptuous pink lips, 
the kind you'd like to kiss. 
I hove on exquisite voice, 
when I speak you can't miss. 
I hove !aYe~ block hands, 
OS soh OS 0 feather. 
When it comes to meeting someone so 
gentle, I couldn't tell you better. 
I hove o good heart, and o nice peoonolity. 
I keep a steady mind, and respect reality. 
Yes, I'm on my way, establishing my destination. 
lelting nothing slop me, controlling my indignation. 
Yes, I'm Ms. Raven, block and !aYe~ as can be. 
Toke a look up in the sky. 
You just might see me. 
I hove wings to spread, on~ when I Ay. 
Because I hove a goal to reach, and my limit is the sky. 
by anonymous 
.................................................................................. 
• • : 9f you write poems that flow Send YOUR poetry to: : 
: with words that make people Natasha Taylor, Special Assignment Editor 
: ~ew~~ 
: take notice, then put your best 600 S. Michigan Avenue 
: to the test! Chicago, Illinois 60605-1996 
• 
• 
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Steppin' into spring 
By Ylayn Ousley, Whitney Young, 
Short, manageable hairstyles are 
expected to be a big hit llus spring. 
Although the temp tation will be to 
go with short and tight, loose and 
long are what designers are 
producing this spring. The cold 
and messy weather will soon be a 
thing of the past, but don't forget 
about those all season boots. NE 
plwtos courtesy of Akela Dillon 
W hile many Chicagoans are battling 
winter"" ith long johns 
and winter clothes, there 
are igns that spnng is 
near, as new spring 
apparel and accessories 
are being showcased by 
fashion designers. 
The best thing about 
most of the pring 
collections this year i 
that most women already 
have the key elements 10 
their clru.ets. In addition. 
many of the hatr and 
make-up looks can be 
done in about 15 minutes 
or less and don't requtre 
a lot of skill. 
Here i my top ten list 
of some of the best ideas 
for spring. 
Clothes 
1) Spon this- One of the btggest 
trends being highl ighted for spring is 
loose, comfonable athletic-inspired 
clothes. Drawstring pants and 
hooded shirts will be a popular 
combination, according to many 
fashion designers. 
If you' re st ill shaping up for the 
hot new summer clothes, then it is 
easy to be styl ish and hide body 
parts that are not quite ready for 
exposure. For those with more 
confidence, close-fitting tank tops 
are also a hot item at many fashion 
shows. 
2) hades of gray -Gray will be 
the new "basic" color thts spring. In 
shades ranging from charcoal to 
dove to steel. gray is the hot color 
for pnng. Gra) will be popping up 
on suits and skirts, and will also be 
een on the sporty casual clothes that 
arc popular dunng fall and wmter 
months. 
3) Great lengths- Most of the 
pencil sktns will stop at the knee or 
a llttle bll lower 'vfint-skins will 
still be \.\Orn, but there will be more 
ktrts and dresse · worn at a conser-
vative length. 
While the <;ktrts wtll get a little 
bit longer. the pants and sleeves will 
become shoner as capn pants and 3/ 
4 length sleeves will be featured 
4) Back to bast~ -One of the 
eastest trends to emulate ts the ba tc 
white button-down htrt Thts 
fashton classtc ""ill appear under 
many gray sull . If tl ts not orne-
thing that ts already m your ward-
robe, 11 is somcthtng that ts very 
affordable Bec<lu e of tts stmplic-
it), you can buy a shtn stmllar to 
one on the fashion runways without 
paying the destgner price. 
Hair 
5) Slick-As designers showcase 
pring wear. they are hmting that 
"spnng hair" will play an important 
part of complementing the clothing. 
Slicked down hair wtll be a 
conllnutng trend that many of you 
have probably been doing forever. 
Look for hairstyles including 
everything from stmple slicked 
back ponytails to straight. Such 
hairstyles work well wi th all 
tex tures and can be done in practi-
ca lly no time. 
Make sure that the gel you use 
doesn' t flake up or have too much 
alcohol in it (th is can dry your hair 
out). Use a shine-enhancing spray or 
oil sheen to make hair as sleek as 
possible. Remember to use only 
what you need for control, or your 
, 
hair will just look greasy. 
6) Waves for days - If you feel 
like you want to do something a 
little fancier with your hair, or you 
just do not look so good with your 
hair pulled away from your face, 
soft curls and face-framing waves 
are somethtng you could try. They 
automatically create a look of 
elegance and can be as simple to 
attain a~ using a curling iron. or (if 
you do not ltke usmg heat) foam 
rollers and bobby ptns. If your hair 
is not chemically treated (relaxed), 
try twtsllng your hatr while 1t's wet 
to create waves. 
7) Stratght to the point- If you 
v."aalt to brush your hair and go. then 
you're still stylin •. One hairstyle that 
wtll always be in ts healthy hair 
Whether your hatr ts long or shon. if 
you wear 11 down. JUSt make ure 
thattt ts healthy and shiny, and 
you're good to go. 
Make-up 
8) Colorful lip -To complete 
your outfit, 
do not forget 
your ltpsttck. 
Red. ptnk 
and orange 
lip are 
showtng up 
at many 
shows. If you 
decide to go 
for bright 
lipstick, just 
make sure 
the hnde 
complements 
your 
undenones. 
Remem-
ber, there is a 
difference between bright and day-
glo. Here is the key: if your mouth 
brightens up your face, then you've 
picked the right shade; however. if 
your mouth brightens up the room, 
then you need to find a different 
shade. 
If you do not know what your 
undertone arc or just need help 
picking out a shade, g to a make-up 
counter where there are people 
trained to fi nd your best color. 
Al so make sure that the rest of 
your make-up is low key. After all, 
you don't want overkill when it 
comes to bright colors. 
9) Shimmery eyes- If you want 
to play up your eyes, try a shimmery 
shade. Luminous colors like pearly 
whites, pinks and purples work 
pretty well for almost any skin tone 
1 0) The neutral look- This is 
probably the eastest look to pull off, 
while remaining stylish. 
If you're the type of person 
whose make-up routine consists of a 
transparent lip-gloss and usually 
nothing more, then you've already 
got the technique However, if too 
many hours of late night studying or 
fast food lunches are takmg their toll 
on your skin, try using a little bit of 
concealer to cover up any blemtshes 
or under eye circles. If you're not 
sure how to do this. ask someone at 
a make-up counter or If) a llnted 
moisturizer if your sktn gets df) 
easily. 
Fashion Note: 
Our long anticipated Prom 199 
section is coming in May. What 
lcinds of questions do you want to 
have answered, as it relates to pre-
prom. prom and post-prom issues? 
Please send your comments or 
concern to: 
New E xpressio n 
600 S. M ichigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605-1996 
Attention: Prom Edition 
By E-mail: newexprc @aol.com 
r----------------------------------------------------------, 
: If yo .. ~o .. ld li~e to .... odel for NE, : 
: ~all Ylayn Ousley, fasl.ion editor : 
: at (3'1~) 9~~-7'1SO. : 
I I 
L-----~----------------------------------------------------~ 
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Media's 
Ia~ pact 
on teens 
By AJexea Davis, Mother McAuley 
'Did you see what happened on the news 
last night?' This is not a question that many 
teenagers raise every day. Some teens said 
they do not watch newscasts or read 
newspapers because of a lack of interest and 
the violence. However, students like Usa 
Chmiel of Mother McAuley said more teens 
would watch the news ~ it were not for so 
much negative coverage of teens. 
'If they put more posttive stories on the 
news, people will look forward to watching the 
news,' Usa said. "News will become a source 
of both entertilinment and infonmation instead 
of a bunch of depressing stuff.' 
Latrice Alexander, also of Mother McAuley, 
agreed with Usa but indicated that it would 
take a great commitment from the media. 
'You never see anything positive on the 
news,' Latrice said. 
Robin Robinson, a weekday news anchor 
at Fox News, admitted that media coverage 
can unintentionally slight teens, but the realtty 
of negative teen stories can not be hidden. 
'Teenagers scare people, but I think they 
always have,' Robinson said. '(Teens) can do 
a lot of good and do a lot of damage. The 
good doesn't always get reported. The 
damage usually does because that's what 
frightens people, and it is also easier to find. 
Oftentimes television, radio and newspapers 
take the easy way out.' 
Derrick Blakley, a general assignments 
reporter at WMAQ-TV (ChannelS), said teens 
are among many groups who feel they are 
unfairly portrayed in the media. Blakley said 
NElflt'Vie neVieW 
Deep Rising 
By Rebecca Babcock, St. Scholastica 
Deep Rising is a movie about an immense 
cruise ship under attack by some unheard of sea 
creature. The plot was almost li)(e "Anaconda" 
meets "Speed 2." 
Right from the start there is alot of action and a 
fast moving story line. Finigan, the captain of a 
small boa~ rents it out to a troop of guerrilla like 
soldiers who are on a secret mission at the same 
time a brand new luxury liner is taking its maiden 
voyage. 
During a huge Vegas style party on the ship, all 
the computers and equipment used to navigate the 
oceanliner meltdown. Unexpectantly unexpectedly, 
there is a huge jerk and passengers go flying in all 
directions (vaguely reminiscent of Titanic). 
Everyone panics and a poor woman dies a 
strange death after locking herself in a bathroom. 
Meanwhile Finigan is. traveling out to sea with his 
small woman crew, transporting the group of 
soldiers on a mission, about which be knows 
nothing about. 
As they approach the now almost deserted 
cruise ship Finigan becomes suspicious about the 
intent of his passengers, and that'swhen everything 
goes wrong. Finigan and his crew are taken 
hostage by the soldiers and brought aboard the 
cruise ship. When they come aboard, they find 
nothing but blood and silence. Soon the killing 
starts, as a "monster" with the appetite cl a large 
city begins to hunt down members of their team. 
After mass murders, and numerous fights, the 
heroes/heroines of the movies arrive on a deserted 
island only to face some other creature as the 
movie closes ou~ which leaves it wide open for a 
sequel or two. In all respects this movie bad great 
special effects and computer graphics. The 
animation of the "monster" was spectacular and 
immediately beat out all the effects in Anaconda. 
On the downside though, the acting was 
incredibly bad. The dialogue the hero bad was 
completely made up of corny one-liners, and bad 
analogies. The rest of the actors/actresses were not 
any better. Most of the characters were 
unbelievable and phony. The same can be said for 
the plot. To believe th is gargantuan creature who 
could devour ov~r a thousand humans in the time 
frame of two hours, even for Hollywood. 
All in all, the best thing to do is wait until this 
movie goes to the dollar shows, unless you are a 
computer animation fan. 
This movie deserves only 1 1/2 stars. 
the news is important to different people for 
different reasons, and the key is remaining 
objective. 
'As a reporter, I am an intenmediary, 
wttnessing a special event,' Blakley said. 'I 
give you a sense of what it is like and draw my 
own experience and put them in some 
perspective. • 
Robinson added that time plays a role in 
the number of stories allotted for a newscast. 
'In one hour or one-half hour you are not 
gonna' get the whole world, and for the most 
part you are gonna get the worst of tt,' 
Robinson said. 'I think teenagers are savvy 
enough to realize that.' 
Despite the negative feelings among some 
teens, both newscasters pointed out how the 
media has helped to expose injustices and 
give teens more knowledge on world ma1ters. 
"If we would have had live camera trucks in 
the 1940s, you wouldn't have had as many 
~nchings,' Robinson said. 
Blakley added, 'There are so many more While teens can not change news 
coverage, teens and aduhs interviewed agree 
that the perspectives can be ahered by having 
more public forums to exchange ideas. 
media outlets ... television has killed afternoon 
newspapers .... It is more challenging and you 
have to dig a little deeper.' 
SPONSORED BY RR DONNELLY & SONS COMPANY 
Title: A Fate Totally Worse Than Death 
Author: Paul Fleiscman 
Audience: Readers of teen horror or teen murders suspense 
novels (Fiction) 
Price: $15.99 
Publisher: Candlewick Press 
Reviewed by Latricia Taylor, Lindblom 
Who does not enjoy a good fictional murder mystery? 
I use to gobble up Christopher Pike and R.L Stine books like they were 
candy. After a while the same stories of murder, sex and revenge became 
tiresome. 
That was until "A Fate Totally Worse Than Death" came along. This 
parody of popular teen novels is a scream. No pun intended. 
It tells a familiar story of high school life. You know the usual 
attempted murder, the torturing. The star characters are Helga, Danielle and 
Drew. Of course we can not forget the setting, Cliffside High. What would 
a murder mystery be without a cliff nearby? 
Danielle is the leader of a popular clique of rich kids at Oiffside, and 
she wants Drew to accompany her during her reign. But Drew becomes 
smitten by Helga, a new foreign student. Danielle refuses to take this lying 
down. She enlists the help of two friends to bump Helga off. This is not the 
first time they have decided to kill someone. 
OK, I won't give the whole story away, although I am dying to. I 
thoroughly enjoyed this book. It was funny, interesting and had a surprise 
ending. All the makings of a great book. Highly suggested reading. 
frtle : Miss Ophelia 
Author: Mary Burnett Smith 
Audience: Teens 
Price: $24.00, hardcover, m pages 
Publisher. William Morrow and Co. Inc. 
Reviewed by Nnenna Onwunmelu, SL Scholastica 
Set in rural Virginia in 1948, "Miss Ophelia" is a novel that 
explores the issues of abortion, adultery and skin color through 
the reminiscences of Isabel (Belly) Anderson in the autumn of 
her life. 
Belly recalls the summer she was 11, when she leaves her 
home to take.care of her strict Aunt Rachel in the more 
cosmopolitan Jamison. Her only consolation is the prospect of 
taking piano lessons from her mother's childhood friend, Miss 
Ophelia. 
In the book, Belly is unaware and upset of the unexpected 
pregnancy of her 13-year-{)ld friend, Teeny. Another interesting 
aspect of the book is skin color and hair color as a form of 
status. Many of the characters in the book refer to high yellow 
(yallah) and straight hair as beautiful. Of course, deep chocolate 
complexion and nappy 'kitchens' are considered ugly. 
Overall, I liked the book because it depicts the actions and 
feelings of a young person and their reactions---tSpecially at 
such a delicate age, when you understand everything, but you 
are just not able to grasp the reasons why things happen. 
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Does the media cover teens fairly? 
1) 'The media should get both Sides 
~ the story when ft comes to teens. 
There is good as wen as bad 
informabon to report: 
-Cbristyn Smith, 16, Loonies 
3) ·~ the media wants to see teens 
dorlg good. they should IXNel the 
posii!Ve tlwlgs we do 1r1 the 
everung />! ol us are not 
avnlllals • 
- Tunotby Tiggoes, 17, liarlao 
2) 'The media only mltiUCS what we 
do. Unfortunately, we sometimes 
copy what we see on TV." 
- Eilzabtth Ftmaoda, 16, 
Loyola 
4) 'The medl<liS d01119 a very good 
,00 covenng teens They are only 
reporllog what they are obseMng ' 
-Luthor Tabaoo, 18, \orth 
idt Luming Centtr 
NE photos by Nicholas GtlfTK)(e 
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:NE Jobs Survey 
• ! New Expression newspaper is interested in knowing 
more about teens who work during the school week. 
Please take a moment to complete this survey and 
return it to us. 
Name 
------------------------------School ______________ _ 
Yr. in School 
-------------------------
:What field do you work in? (ex. entertainment 
:or food service) 
• 
·----------------------------------------• 
·----------------------------------------
Briefly explain how you balance your studies 
with your job? 
Other than getting paid, why do you work? (for 
example, parents lost employment or bills) 
Have your grades suffered as result of working? 
• (Circle One) Yes No 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Stnd your responses to this survey to • 
New Expression • 
• ~~~ . 
600 S. Michigan Ave. • 
Chicago, IIUnols 60605-1996 : 
NECJei'Zie-'V 
Should pagers be allowed 
In schools? 
By Aodm Washington, Amundsen 
It's 12:30 p.m and yoo'rt in the m1ddle of yoor 6th Peri<xl class and suddenly 
!bert's a lood BEEP BEEP. BEEP. Your teacher romes to yoo and asks yoo what 11 
is. Yoo dig into yoor bookbag and pull oot yoor pager Yoor teacher then oonfiC3tes 
the pager and sends yoo to the pnoc1pal who then g~ves yoo a frve-ilay suspeDSion. 
This is a predicament that a lot of htgh school teens b1ve to go through on a 
daily basis. The posing question IS, "Should students be suspended for bavmg 
pagers 10 school'" ltbmk that they shooldn 't based upon the possibility that you 
might have to handle somcth1ng Important 
Put yoorself in the sttuation stated above. Who was the person wbo called yoo 
and what were they paging you for' It could have been a relative who might have 
gone to the hospital and yoo were the only one they coold get1n touch w1th It 
could hm been your mother wullng yoo to p1ck up yoor hnle brother or sister 
from school because they bad to do overttme at work Yoo would bm mer 
known because someone took your pager. To top 11 off now you 're suspended 
Wbat bappe!IS when yoo get home1 Yoor rootba IS h1ghly ag~tated because yoor 
~iblings wert left in the oold and bad to walk home from school. Or yoo get home to 
f:nd oot ~~ ~oor aunt wem in10 laror and the ba.p1tal was trying to get in touch v.1th 
a relative. Yoo prroably coold not ba~e left school oot coold b1ve called someooc to 
let them koo,r.o the lle'W~ So v.ho's fault is n, }OOr's ~the school's? 
~--~ ·-:Wrtte· for' Ne¥£EHpression~ Cal ·:· 
--3:12-922-7150 
" . ' 
Young C hicago A uth ors 
·A~ you • hl&h school Trallman 
who ~kts 10 wnce? 
•Would you lli 10 develop tbu wnuna talcnltn wealy classes for 
the lui tbrct )'<:In o( h!Jb ICJiool? 
·Would you ltu 10 IlK your wnuna 10 c:ommumry S<rY~U pro,.as1 
·Would you bu 10 ..., • porual colleP' scbolanlup ror these 
cll'oru' 
1r you ...o )es every ume. ca11 
Youna Cbk:aao Au tho..._ 
1-847-835-5430 
See how bright our stars can shine! 
Salt ''I/ Pepa meetth~ fans aJ a r~c~nt HSIIto Chrcago, NE photo 
by K~llr Jones . 
NE's Teen Stan wil bring you 
interviews and photos from your 
favorite stars as we cover the Soul 
Train Music Awards In Los Angeles, 
Cafdornia. 
Our April edition will highlight various aspects of the 
stars and the show, from a unique teen perspective . 
Are there any angles about entertainment, teen life as a star, or 
anything else, you would like to see covered by our staff, while in Los 
Angeles? 
If so, send them to 
Snail mall New Expression 
Soul Train Awards 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, IU. 60605·1996 
E-mail newexpress@aol.com 
Deadline: March 3, 1998 • 
····································· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Columbia extends to you the educational opportunity to become 
the very best you can be ... to discover your special talents, to 
find your own voice, and to realize your full potential. While 
you 're here, you'll experience personalized educational pro-
grams, small class sizes, a faculty of working professionals, 
and extensive intern/co-op opportunities. You'll find Columbia's 
unique curriculum combines the practical with the professional, 
and offers you an outstanding variety of majors, concentrations, 
and programs. 
C41urrba admitS SWdents W1th0u1 regard ID <ge, colo!, creed. sex. reltgJOn, handiCap, dts-
ab•IIIY. sexual onenta!JOO, and natJOOal or ethniC ongtn 
Realize Your 
Potential! 
call312 663 
1600,Ext. 7130 
Martletlng 
Marketmg Con1mumcat1on 
Music 
Mus1c Busrness 
Musical Theater 
Photography 
Profeulonal Writing 
PubliC Relations 
Radio/ Sound 
Science/ Mathematics 
Television 
Theater 
Compiled by the NE Sports Staff 
In boys' basketball, defending 
Public League and 
Red-West cham-
pion Whitney 
Young defeated 
Farragut 68-55 in 
a battle for the lead 
in the Red-West 
section. 
Quentin 
Richardson led the 
Dolphins' surge 
with 20 points and 
20 rebounds. Cordell Henry (16 
points) and Dennis Gates (13 points) 
also played a major part in the 
team's continuing success. 
Farragut's Michael Wright, despite 
being triple-teamed most of the 
game, scored 12 points on only 
seven shots. Jamal 
Rome led the 
Admirals with 13 
points. 
Martel Snipes' 
16 points was the 
deciding factor as 
Harlan handed 
Blue-South leader 
Washington its first 
conference loss of 
the season 67-62. 
Richard Turner added 13 points for 
the Falcons. 
Julian blew out South Shore 91-
NEse~ c.~Vc!"f~::ii5 
Guards get the point 
By Jabari Evans, De LaSalle said while the other players may 
consider themselves the show, point 
Historically, Chicago has been a guards "run the show." Coleman 
breeding ground for some of the best said he speaks from authority, 
point guards in the NBA. Names having worked with three of the 
like Mark Aguirre (Westinghouse/ point guards on the list and his own 
Detroit Pistons), point guard experience at Linblom 
Nick Anderson and South Shore. 
(Simeon/Orlando The current 
Magic) and lsiah crop of Chicago 
Thomas (St. Joseph/ prep point guards 
Detroit Pistons) can could arguably be 
attest to that. among the best 
While shooting Chicago has seen 
guards tend to get in years. 
more publicity When it comes 
because of their to Whitney Young 
scoring assignments, senior Cordell 
prep basketball fans Henry, only one 
Like Mike Lebeter of word can be used 
De LaSalle said they to describe him-
are looking forward acceleration. 
to watching the best Cordell has only 
point guards one speed and 
perform in the city nobody can keep 
and state tourna- up, including his 
ments in March. teammates. 
"The point guard L~=-==-=~=-==-==-=:;;:;-:d:d At King, 
does whatever he sophomore lmari 
can to help the team," Mike said. Sawyer looks to be a sure shot for 
Chicago Sun Times prep guru the NBA in the next millennium. A 
Taylor Bell agreed, summing up the former g rammar school standout, 
point guard 's role in one word, lmari keeps the Jaguars ' motor 
"Unselfishness. He must get running smoothly. 
everyone involved in the game. He Watari Marsh, a senior at Julian, 
must be the leader. " has excellent floor skills as he 
Personal trainer Louis Coleman directs Julian to be among the top 
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 
600 S. Michigan Avenue • Chicago, IL. 60605 • (31 2) 922 - 71 SO 
61 in Red-South action as Lance 
Williams scored 24 points, Watra 
Banks contributed 19 and Waitari 
Marsh added 10. 
In girls' hoop action, Patricia 
Wansley and Catrina Bush each 
tallied 23 points in Phillips ' 61-45 
win over Red-Central rival 
Robeson. LaRhonda Nash added 10 
rebounds. 
Latasha Taylor scored 21 points 
as Roosevelt edged Sullivan 64-56 
in a nonconference Northside 
crossover matchup. Katherine 
Schneider tallied 18 points. 
Finally, Simeon beat julian 52-
47 and Washington 53-40 in a 
South section boys' swimming tri-
meet. 
teams in the city. 
The Catholic and private schools 
have some special players as well. 
Marvin Groves, a senior at De 
LaSalle, has deeper penetration 
down the court than perhaps anyone 
in the Catholic league. 
Emmanuel Dildy, a junior at 
Mount Carmel , is a solid point 
guard, but his steps can make him 
look like a shooting star or just 
shooting. 
Vince Thompson, a senior at St. 
Rita, brings a fiery presence to the 
court. Vince has deadly range and 
great fundamental skills, but at times 
he seems reluctant to take over the 
game. 
Chris Williams, a senior at 
Fenwick, can handle the rock and 
has some range on his jumper. 
Travon Davis, a senior at 
Nazareth, has talent and has been a 
secret throughout his entire high 
school career. Well, the secret is out. 
Look for big things from Travon. 
As for suburban talent, 
Homewood-Flossmoor sophomore 
Thomas Lawrence is top notch on an 
average team. 
Venturing downstate, Peoria 
Manual senior Frank Williams is 
ranked at the top among the state's 
point guards. Frank has excellent 
court vision and a deadly crossover. 
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